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Prerequisites
.

Objectives and Contextualisation
.

Skills
Classify the various manifestations of contemporary art systematically and revealingly, especially those
associated with new traditions and formats.
Connect concepts and knowledge within the different areas of current research in philosophy that
concern the dependencies between science and technology and the ethical and political implications of
these dependencies.
Critically analyse and summarise information from a specialist article or monograph, or information of
high quality available on internet.
Define, design, plan and draw up an original unpublished research project on philosophy, following the
established academic and scientific parameters.
Establish and take into account the implications of scientific research and knowledge for advanced
philosophy research.
Organise timeframes and resources for carrying out a research project: set priorities, objectives,
calendars and actions.
Seek out, select and manage information autonomously, both from structured sources (databases,
bibliographies and specialist journals) and from internet.

Learning outcomes
1. Critically analyse and summarise information from a specialist article or monograph, or information of
high quality available on internet.
2. Establish the connection with scientific and technological knowledge and its influence on society when
writing.
3. Establish the implications of findings for understanding the human condition.
4. Explain how the above fields inter-relate, using a precisely-drawn concept map.
5. Organise timeframes and resources for carrying out a research project: set priorities, objectives,
calendars and actions.
6. Seek out, select and manage information autonomously, both from structured sources (databases,
bibliographies and specialist journals) and from internet.
7. Write a master's dissertation with conceptual findings that are precise and significant.
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Content
.

Methodology
.

Activities
Title

Hours

ECTS

Learning outcomes

7

0.28

1, 4, 6, 5, 7, 2

291.5

11.66

1, 4, 6, 3, 5, 7, 2

Type: Directed
Support meetings with the module coordinator
Type: Supervised
Write a Master Thesis

Evaluation
.

Evaluation activities
Title

Weighting

Hours

ECTS

Learning
outcomes

Write a Master Thesis and defense before the examining
committee

100%

1.5

0.06

1, 4, 6, 3, 5, 7, 2
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